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SigmaNest 6.4 includes a host of new features that improve the user experience. SigmaNest 6.4 features an expanded model library with new partner-specific libraries. Users can test their designs against a variety of vendor machines or even designs on a competitors machine to
ensure they can execute a project before printing. SigmaNest includes libraries for more than 25 processes ranging from an internal rout, contact forming, DML drilling, milling, bending and more. Users can run nesting simulations for more than 40 different materials, including

aluminium, brass, copper, steel, titanium, and more. SigmaNest is the worlds leading nesting and automation software. Users can now save, automate and run nesting simulations in the users machine of choice. Up to this point SigmaNest operated in a Windows environment where
special software interfaces were required. Now SigmaNest can be accessed directly from the desktop. SigmaNest puts control of all of the process parameters in the users machine, all within a single interface. SigmaNest is the worlds leading nesting and automation software.

SigmaNest facilitates a fully integrated workflow that allows you to design, machine, test, print, and validate your product, all within SigmaNest. dittailnu (Frankfurt, Germany) has recognized a growing trend in the implementation of autonomous nesting systems. As the nesting
automation market has matured, there is a growing need to support more diverse industrial domains. This is also where SigmaNEST helps in a customer and manufacturing environment: The innovative software not only supports our established nesting solutions, but also enables our
customers to solve many unique fabrication problems and create their own unique nesting solutions. Michael Hagemann of dittailnu highlighted a number of their projects, illustrating the flexibility that SigmaNEST provides and their ability to use it, not only for their traditional nesting

products but also for very unique applications.
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The market evolution for nesting technology has brought us to where we
are today. With the advances of this technology, SigmaNEST software is
the heart of the manufacturing process. SigmaNEST's robust, easy-to-

use interface makes entering nesting data a snap. The result is material
and energy savings, production speed and accuracy. SigmaNEST, on the

other hand, is unique. The software can emulate all of the functional
aspects of a whole host of different CAM software. It can emulating all of
the important functions of full and limited NC, generation of G-code, and
even automatic tool path generation that the end user will expect. It can
also emulate the functionality of a turret and a lathe system. This means

that the SigmaNest users can simulate NC in the most common CAD
packages. So, if you have a favourite full or limited NC CAD package,

you can actually import and export with this software. The SigmaNEST
team has a broad and deep understanding of the cutting needs of OEMs.

The company provides an open and honest approach to customers.
Responsible and concise support is one of the hallmarks of SigmaNEST.

First priority is to help engineers successfully transition from doing
cutting by hand to using industrial robotic cutting tools. One of the

software challenges in the MEA sector for nesting programs is to limit
the number of nesting programs (especially keygens) on a system due

to maintenance and cost. Containing the number of nesting programs in
the manufacturing process can help in achieving better workpiece

quality and safety, as well as improved mechanical and material cutting.
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